Visualized Recognition Results
We compare our recognizer with the state-of-the-art recognizers [1, 2] , both of which take the original license plate patches without rectification as input while ours use rectified patches. For fair comparison, we supplement two experiments, in which all three schemes use the same rectified plates as input. Table 1 shows the results. The performances of both reference recognizers are significantly improved. However, our method still performs the best, demonstrating the benefit of STN and shared-weight classifier. In Fig. 2 , we provide eight sets of visualized recognition. The first column contains original patches cropped with bounding boxes, and the second column contains the rectified plates. The third column compares the results of our scheme and two versions of method [1] . Comparing the results of [1] and [1]*, we can find that proper rectification eases the recognition task, e.g. it is easier for the recognizer to differentiate between "4" and "A". Comparing the results of [1] and ours, we see that our recognizer performs better on both Chinese characters and uppercase letters. This is because we have a recognizer dedicated for 31 Chinese characters, and the other shared-weight recognizers make full use of the limited c 2017. The copyright of this document resides with its authors. It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms. 
Failure Cases
Looking into the failure cases, we find two main causes. One is inaccurate corner prediction due to complex scenes. The other is very poor image quality. Fig. 3 shows a few failure cases. The left two columns show the original and rectified plates from inaccurate detection. 
